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ON THE COMBINED OBSERVATIONS OF THE CRUSTAL 
DEFORMATION AT SOME OBSERVATORIES 

IN THE SHORT INTERVALS 

BY 

Izuo OZAWA 

1. It is all-important for the study of the crustal deformation to confirm 

whether the anomalous changes among the observed phenomena show the ano

malous deformations over the large area or not. The area of the deforming crust 

can't be estimated by an observation at only one point or by the one of a very 

short measuring line1l• 2l. And also, it is nonsense in most cases to compare the 

observations with the ones at the very distant observatories, because the relation

ships between these observations have never clear. 

An extensometer with a long span and a water tube tiltmeter with the same 

are appropriate a little for the above purpose. But, their spans are often limited by 

the instrumental conditions and the site. Therefore, it needs to set some obser

vatories at the short intervals or to do densely those in the specific area. 

The present author has set two groups of the highly sensitive extensometers3l 

which he has devised and two pairs of the tiltmeters at both sides of the obser

vatory where the observations has been being performed from 19474 l at Osakayama 

Observatory, then he has begun to perform the combined observations at these 

three observatories in December, 1959. From these observations, he has calculated 

a wave length of the annual variation of the linear strain, and has researched 

the phenomena before and after the strong earthquakes and the other natural 

disturbances of the ground. 

2. These combined. observations are being performed at Osakayama Obser

vatory. Osakayama Observatory is situated in lat. 34° 59.6'N. and long. 135° 51.6'E., 

and the instruments are equiped about 100m. under the ground. The wave lengths 

of the crustal deformation which are noteworthy on the disastrophism and seis

mology are still unknown. And the elastic energies of the crustal strain would 

be sometimes considerable quantities for the seismic energy even if in the states 

which the volumes of the anomalously strained crust are only several hundred 

metres cube. And the intervals of the dispositions of the observatories under the 

same conditions are restricted by the dimension of the gallery. And so these three 
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observatories are placed at their intervals of about 150 metres and about 200 metres 
on a straight line; No. 3 observatory is situated between 150m. and 180m. from 

Table 1 (a) Table 1 (b) 

The Consto.Ttts of E:rtrnsometers The Conslonl• of T;ltmel.crs 

s~ DiAtili.rt Type of tne ~.- Sen.ib~·~ Ep.x~ of R.s.t.on of .._,, ' HollJoTilcl P.nd.r"" T,pc 
of at ... Clsrw..t.cn ~( "':'•on l.£1h ~.caUJ"\1lt Pcr,orl r...~ P01ol•o11.of 

l.m-t ~ lnstru11!'1lt Obsei1Jlli101t [TIStMIII'nt lll.st:Mt..n t-h of of Db>"'""'-
XI6"~'Jt EntTUnce lllltrtl..,rtt o~.,_ ~W.r... lll<.rd. Obonol"" hmOhiL 

Entrance L2 S3i'W H-~B-typr 12m U'l12-.6l!l m .. i%1 500111. AI w.n ,$0(11\ 18"' JI.O-Jt.'fu_ /lw.j. l'b1 J'/Ont. 

WI S38\v SGSSO.-\lf" 20 1.20 Oc.t. lq~? 370 81 North. M I 8 3J'I-D.2 ~- lq60 310 

SJtW lldftt.-t~ ,q.s 1.30 Oc.t . l'l.SI 310 A2 W.Sl so 20 101-212 ~- I'IGO S20 R.l 
B2 Na1h lO 2.0 110-203 Nodqoo ~20 

L3 838\v H-.1'1-B-t!P' 26 ODJUJ&-0??5 Doc.l%'l 1'10 
A3 11/osl 5.0 2 .0 27.0-311 o.< ;qoo ;so 

El E-W H-sq-B-type 53 O.'l~J-O.m oec. 1qss 310 B3 NoTth ~0 20 28~·3'18 o., 1'160 180 

E3 E-W H-5'1-B-t~pe 4-.8 0.1~8-0.610 o(" 1qsg 1'10 

Nl N-S {H-~-B-t~pe 4.14 0 .401-L~qg Apr. l'lsq p10 Otsu -entrance, No. 1 Observatory H-S'l-C·t~pe 6 .55 O.S'II-UiOI Jam. lq61 

N3 N-S H- S'I-B't~pl! S.GO O.liH 178 Dec . rq~q 110 is between 310m. and 380m. from 
2'l sm So.~-~pe H 30 Nov. l'l52 3't0 there, and No. 2 observatory IS 

Cl S5tE H-5q-B-t~pe 10 0.001-0.~ JClffl.fq60 240 between 490m. and 520m. from 
VI vert1cot V-S2 -t~pe '+'I 1.12 Dec 1qS2 3SO 

there, respectively. V2 Vert lent V-5'1-A-type 4.0 2.?0-IO'l Au~r 1q5q 320 

V3 vert1cot v-~t!jpe 4.6 U313- l.~l Dec. lqs<J 170 The instruments which are used 

V4 Vert;caL V-~'l-C-t,e 4.0 0.60-1 81 Feb 1%1 3'10 in these observatories are shown in 

Table 1 (a), and Table 1 (b). 
The room temperatures are almost constant throughout the year, the amplitudes 

of their annual variations are about 0.4"C, and the phase lags from the atmospheric 
temperature of the ground surface is about three months. Fig. 1 shows the tern· 
perature at every observatory; in this figure, 1 and 2 are those which are measured 
with mercurial thermometers of which minimum divisions are 0.1UC at No. 1 
Observatory and No. 2 Observatory, respectively, and B-1 and B-3 are the tem
perature variations which are measured with Beckman's mercurial thermometers 
of which minimum divisions are 0.01 oc at No. 1 Observatory and No. 3 Observatory, 
respectively. 

Fig. 2 shows the variations of linear strains in the direction of N 38° W (L3, L2, 

R1 and W 1) at No. 2, No. 3 and No. 1 Observatories, respectively, and Fig. 3 does 
the ones in the direction of east (E 1 and E3) and in the direction of north (N1 and 
N3 ) at No. 1 and No. 3 Observatory, respectively, where suffix numbers of their 
symbols; La, L~.··· ... etc. show the numbers of the observatories. 

The amplitude ratio of annual variation of L3 and R1 in the direction of N 38"W 
is about :l/4, and the interval of the locations of them is about 200m.. Supposing 
that the distribution of the linear strain is in a stationary sine wave and that 
there is no node between the situations of La and R~> it obtain that the \\'ave 
length is longer than 1.7 km.. The value is seems to be too large, because the 
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phases of L" are differ with the ones of W ~> R1 and L3 in the many periods. Fig . .fa 

and 4b show the westward components and northward ones of the ground tilt at 

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 Observatory. No. 2 Observatory is situated near the Otani 

Valley where was sometimes eroded by the floods. At No. 2 Observatory, the 

tiltmeters recorded the remarkable inclinations toward south-east, after a heavy 

rainfall, from the end of June, 1961 to the end of October, 1961. And also, it found 

a long crack stretching over the between of 60 m. and 140m. from Otani-edge in 

the gallery after the rain. 

According to these combined observations, the same components in the every 

observatory are different each other, but these differences are able to be systematized 

each other. Therefore, from these observations, it can estimate usefully the orders 
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Next, it has performed the comparison the changes of the equivalent components 

of the deformations at the every observatory in the short spaces of times before 

and after the strong earthquakes. As these comparisons should be sometimes 

performed up to the micro changes so far as 10-s in strain or 10-3 second in tilt, 

the tidal variations should be eliminated from their observed records. Fig. 5a, 

6a, 7a and 8a show the crustal strains and the tilts before and after the Himeji 

Earthquake Swarm (May 7, 1961, Magnitude of the maximum shock: 5.9), respect

ively. In these figures, the trains of the points show the hourly reading values 

of the observed records, and the solid lines show their changes which are eliminated 

the tidal variations from the values by means of Pertsev's method5) or the deduced 
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method of it. Fig. 6b shows the tidal variations which are extracted from the 

trains of the reading values on Fig. 6a. 

Similarly, Fig. 9a, lOa and lla show the reading values' curves of the observed 

records and the smoothed curves which are eliminated the tidal variations from 

the records before and after the Kitamino Earthquake (August 19, 1961, Magnitude: 

7.2) Fig. 9b, lOb and llb show the tidal variations which are extracted from the 

reading values.curves. 

The seismic intensities (C.M.O. of Japan) are scale III at Osakayama in both of 

the earthquakes. As these intensities are not so large and the usual changes are 

large, the remarkable anomalies are not always found in the compensated curves. 

But, the remarkable anomalies are sometimes found in the extracted tidal variations; 

it seems that the some parts of the quasi.periodic changes leak from the reading 

values, and they are supplemented to the tidal curves. 

Fig. 12 and 13 show the changes of the ground strains and the tilts in the 

time of a heavy rainfall of which precipitation is about 70 mm. in a span of 

four hours, respectively. These ano-
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Conclusion 

The combined observations of 

the crustal deformations at three 

nearing observatories have been 

started in Osakayama Observatory 

on December, 1959. According to 

these observations, the wave length 

of annual variation of the crustal 

strain in the direction of S 38°W is 
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longer than about 1.7 km. And it seems that the wave lengths of them in the 

other components are some smaller. 

The analyzed anomalies before and after the strong earthquakes (the Himeji 

Earthquake Swarm and the Kitamino Earthquake) are not always clear because the 

seismic intensities are not so large. But it appears that the extracted tidal varia

tions are sometimes very anomalous, and the variations of the same components 

have many points of likeness at every observatory. On the contrary, the anomalies 

due to the rainfall even in same components are very different each other in 

different observatories. So it is sure that these observations have an ability to 

estimate the wave length of the deformations and that to distinguish whether the 

observed anomalies are the crustal deformations or not. 
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